The satis ability problem for the two-variable fragment of rst-order logic is investigated over nite and in nite linearly ordered, respectively wellordered domains, as well as over nite and in nite domains in which one or several designated binary predicates are interpreted as arbitrary wellfounded relations.
Introduction
Two-variable rst-order logic FO 2 stands out as one of the fragments of rst-order logic whose satis ability problem is decidable. In fact Mortimer 8] showed that FO 2 has the nite model property and hence is decidable for satis ability. Recently the bound on model size has been improved by Gr adel, Kolaitis and Vardi 3] to locate the complexity of the satis ability problem for FO 2 in non-deterministic exponential time. The renewed interest in FO 2 is due to the fact that several process logics and terminological logics are closely related to FO 2 through their common core of propositional modal logic. While modal logic has long been extended { in various directions and answering various expressivity needs in applications { to more powerful yet still manageable systems, corresponding issues have only recently been studied for extensions of FO 2 . On the one hand FO 2 is the natural manageable fragment of rst-order logic to extend modal logic; on the other hand, the rst-order closure properties of FO 2 would be a desirable semantic feature in some of the above-mentioned areas of applications. Several extensions of FO 2 have thus attracted attention, in particular extensions by mechanisms that were found useful in the modal context. The overall picture that emerged from these investigations is, however, that decidability of FO 2 is not nearly as robust as it is for modal logic 10, 5, 4] .
As has been outlined in the recent survey 4], the satis ability issue for several such extensions of FO 2 may be equivalently phrased as a satis ability problem for FO 2 over particular classes of structures, or as a decidability problem concerning the FO 2 -theory of such special classes. We here primarily investigate FO 2 -satis ability over nite or in nite ordered and wellordered domains, nite or in nite domains over which several designated binary predicates are required to be wellfounded. We show that FO 2 is decidable for ( nite) satis ability over ordered, respectively wellordered domains. It should be noted that these results concern FO 2 -satis ability in the presence of other and in particular also other binary predicates, besides the order relation.
Concerning wellordered domains, the constraint that some designated binary predicate is interpreted as a wellorder relation is actually equivalent w.r.t. FO 2 -satis ability with the constraint that some designated binary predicate be interpreted as a wellfounded relation. The investigation of wellfoundedness constraints involving several designated binary predicates is motivated by the equivalence of this variant of FO 2 -satis ability with the satis ability problem for the two-variable logic CL ). CTL is a decidable extension of propositional modal logic ML by certain mechanisms for quanti cation over paths. In expressive power CTL is intermediate between modal logic ML and the more expressive, yet still decidable, modal -calculus L , all of which are modal two-variable logics in sense of being preserved under bisimulation equivalence:
ML CTL L :
Recent studies have focused on the possibility of lifting these extensions of ML to extensions of FO 2 , as in The least common extension of FO 2 and L , namely a weak two-variable least xedpoint logic FP 2 , was shown to be undecidable in 5], and it remained open whether some natural common extension of FO 2 and CTL could maybe still realize the hope for a decidable lift at the level of CTL. Another natural candidate to extend CTL too is undecidable, thereby further corroborating the surprisingly negative overall picture concerning lifts of modally innocuous mechanisms to the rst-order two-variable scenario.
Preliminaries
Formally FO 2 , the two-variable fragment of rst-order logic, comprises exactly those formulae of FO with equality, whose only variable symbols are x and y. We consider FO over purely relational vocabularies. Relational structures are denoted like A = ? A; R 1 ; R 2 ; : : : , A being the universe of A. Owing to the fact that FO 2 -atoms in particular can only involve up to two distinct variables, one may without loss of generality further assume that the arities of the R i are at most two, i.e. all our vocabularies consist of unary and binary predicates only. We also only deal with structures having at least two elements.
Writing '(x), '(y) for formulae, it is taken for granted that at most the displayed variables occur free in '.
We use the standard notation sat(L) and n-sat(L) to denote the subclasses of satis able and nitely satis able members in a class of sentences L: ' 2 L is in sat(L) if there is a model A j = ', and in n-sat(L) if there is a nite model A j = '.
For a class K of structures, the L-theory of K is the collection of those ' 2 L that are satis ed in all A 2 K. We let K n denote the subclass consisting of just the nite structures in K, and correspondingly get an L-theory of K n .
Of special interest will be the following classes of relational structures. A; E 1 ; : : : ; E k ; : : : E i wellfounded ; 1 6 i 6 k ;
A; E 1 ; : : : ; E k ; : : : E i a partial ordering ; 1 6 i 6 k :
In all these classes it is understood that there may be any number of other predicates, and in particular unconstrained binary predicates. Note that O n = WO n and that WF n consists of all nite A = (A; E; : : : ) with acyclic E. De nition 1.1 The ( nite) satis ability problem for L over K is the problem to determine, for ' 2 L, whether ' has a model A in K, respectively in K n :
If L is closed under negation, then obviously ' has a ( nite) model in K if and only if :' is not in the L-theory of K (not in the L-theory of K n ). In other words, decidability of sat K (L) is equivalent with the decidability of the L-theory of K, and decidability of n-sat K (L) is equivalent with the decidability of the L-theory of K n .
The goals of this paper are the following theorems. Proof. We rst construct a homomorphism : G N ! G. Using the fact that 8x9yHxy, one may homomorphically embed (N f0g; H) into G. This embedding is then inductively extended to (N N; H; V ) as follows. Assuming that is as desired on N 0; m], it is extended by choosing (n; m + 1) in fw j ( (n; m); w) 2 V g (this uses 8x9yV xy).
It follows from completeness of H over V that is a homomorphism w.r.t. H also over
If G is nite, choose a homomorphic embedding of (N f0g; H) into G as above.
It follows that there are r 0 < r for which (r; 0) = (r 0 ; 0). Without loss of generality assume that r 0 = 0. We may regard 0; r) f0g as a homomorphic embedding of (Zmodr; H). Inductively we extend so that 0; r) N becomes a homomorphic embedding of ? (Zmodr) N; H; V into G: just as above it su ces to choose inductively (n; m + 1) 2 fw j ( (n; m); w) 2 V g. Moreover, it is not hard to see that all nite standard grids G 2m , whose fundamental domain has even dimensions, can also be expanded to a model of 0 which locally looks just like the given expansion of G Z . In what follows we treat the case of G Z and that of the G 2m in parallel without explicit distinction.
Consider for every pair (i; j) the reduct of the above expansions to the vocabulary consisting of the edge relations H ij , V ij , H i 1?j , V 1?i j . Note that each of these collections of edge relations forms a graph that is the disjoint union of quadrangles; call these quadrangles the quadrangles of type (i; j).
Let ij be the symmetric transitive closure of H ij V ij H i 1?j V 1?i j . Note that ij is an equivalence relation whose classes are precisely the disjoint quadrangles of type (i; j). Let ij be a wellordering of the quotient w.r.t. ij . We introduce two wellorderings, < ij and < 0 ij , for each index pair (i; j) in such a way that between di erent ij -classes both orderings coincide with ij , and such that within each ij -class < 0 ij is the converse of < ij . Speci cally, let < ij in restriction to individual ij -classes be the ordering that puts the element of colour A i 1?j When using this normal form, we shall further assume without loss of generality that the i for i > 1 satisfy 8x8y( i (x; y) ! :x=y). To achieve this one would simply have to replace i with ( i (x; y) _ i (x; x))^:x = y. This replacement is sound over all structures with at least two elements (and we may safely disregard satis ability over one-element structures).
Let ' be in normal form over vocabulary . Models of ' are to be analyzed in terms of the basic types they realize. We keep in mind that obviously depends on ', but choose to suppress this in our notation.
A basic 1-type of vocabulary is a maximally consistent nite set of atomic and One may think of the task of constructing a model for ' over some given domain A as the task of allocating basic 2-types to all non-degenerate pairs (a; b) in A in a consistent manner (i.e. with agreement on the basic 1-types in shared elements) and such that (i) and (ii) are satis ed.
Let, for any 2-type , j x and j y denote the unique 1-types of its x-and ycomponent. Clearly A = f j x j 2 A g = f j y j 2 A g (assuming, as we always will, that jAj > 2). Elements whose basic 1-type is realized exactly once in A play a special role. It has become customary to address them as kings, and their basic 1-types as royal. Obviously 2 A is royal if and only if there is no 2 A such that j x = j y = .
The following theorem from 3] improves on Mortimer's result in giving a better and essentially tight bound on the size of small models for FO 2 -sentences. We choose a technically slightly more elaborate variant of the standard formulation, which is however implicit in the proof of this theorem as given in 3] (see also the outline in 4]). 
An analysis of (well-)ordered models
It turns out to be convenient always to have several consecutive realizations of non-royal 1-types. This can be achieved through the introduction of a series of indistinguishable copies of individual realizations. The observation that a corresponding extension of a structure preserves its normal form FO W.l.o.g. we assume that A realizes every non-royal 1-type in at least three consecutive elements, all of which moreover are indistinguishable w.r.t. the 2-types they realize with the kings k 2 K A (cf. Lemma 3.3, to be applied with c = 3).
We choose some nite subset C A composed of witnesses for the 89 i -requirements at kings k 2 K as follows. For k 2 K and 1 6 i 6 m pick some a 2 A such that A j = i k; a]. If a happens to be a king itself, it is collected into C. If (1) ' (2) the U s partition the universe, (4)). We identify c with the rst element in I s . Note that this identi cation automatically respects the ordering of C (by (11)). We isomorphically embed C into A by putting tp A (c; c 0 ) = tp B (c; c 0 ).
The 89-requirements. Having speci ed (A; <), declared basic 1-types tp A (a) for all a 2 A, and isomorphically embedded C, we proceed to assign 2-types to some pairs, with a view to satisfying the requirements 9y i (x; y) at every a 2 A. The ensuing partial interpretation will be completed in the nal step.
At kings, all requirements have already been taken care of, as they are even satis ed within C (by (6) 
